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Population growth rate (pgr): non‐structured model
The value of pgr is influenced by endogenous (xi) and exogenous (yi) factors and its variation
can be expressed as a function of those variables (r function), taking into account non‐
additivity:































Estimates of the regression coefficients their standard error and the P‐value of the        ,                 
selected variables in the descriptive model of λt.
Parameter Estimate Standard error P-value
Constant 1,485 0,304 0,002
NAOw,t -0,377 0,155 0,045
NAOw t+1 -0,832 0,233 0,009,
N t -0,000484 0,000123 0,006
N t­2 0,000263 4,72E-05 0,001
N ×NAO 0 000126 4 08E 05 0 018t­1 w,t , , - ,
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E ti t f th i ffi i t d th P l f th l t d i bl i ths ma es o   e regress on coe c en s an   e  ‐va ue o   e se ec e  var a es  n  e 
descriptive model of λ0+t, λ1+t and λ≥2+t.
Dependent variable Parameter Estimate P-value Adjusted r 2  
Constant 0,221 0,322
N t -1,79E-04 0,041
N t­2 2,57E-04 0,001λ 1 t 0,85
N t×NAOw,t+1 9,61E-05 0,036
N t­2 ×NAOw,t+1 -0,000121 0,007
Constant 0,360052 0
NAOw,t 0,022521 0,008
N t­1 ×NAOw,t+1 4,41E-06 0,046
Constant 0,074123 0
2 58E 06 0 007
λ2 t 0,47
N t×NAOw,t+1 - , - ,
N t­1 ×NAO s,t+1 -2,66E-06 0,032
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2.= -tt Nkλ 2
+0 .= -tt Nkλ
1+,×.= twtt NAONkλ 1+,
+0 ×.= twtt NAONkλ




There is a positive feedback between Nt‐2 (stock of reproducers) and λ0+t (fry recruitment in 
year t+1)
2
+0 = . tt Nkλ -
Conclusion 2: Stock‐recruitment relationship remains in the raising 
part of the curve
There is a negative feedback between N (mainly fry in year t) and λ0+ (fry recruitment y year
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S º d i i t t t t 1
tttt BDNN +−=+1
t, n   e superv v en es en re   y  +
ttt DNS −=
λ tasa de crecimiento poblacional per capita
ttt BSN +=+1
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+0 = tt NkλIn the same way: and















































































































































































Col_1 Col_2 Col_3 Col_4 Col_5 Col_6
0
,
Standard errors of mean density Nt predicted for the following years after the end of the 
data time series subset used to fit each predictive model plotted against the prediction term 
in years.
